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JPK launches QI™ - quantitative imaging mode for the most 

challenging of AFM samples 
 
Berlin, 7th December 2011: JPK Instruments, a world-leading manufacturer of 

nanoanalytic instrumentation for research in life sciences and soft matter, announce 

exciting new quantitative imaging capabilities for the recently launched NanoWizard®3 

AFM system. 

 
QI™ is the new quantitative imaging mode from JPK. It has been developed to make AFM 
imaging easier than ever before. With QI™, a force curve-based imaging mode, the user 
has the full control over the tip-sample force at every pixel of the image. There is no 
need for setpoint or gain adjustment while scanning. Applying JPK’s ForceWatch™ 
technology, QI™ delivers outstanding results on challenging samples such as soft 
(hydrogels or biomolecules), sticky (polymers or bacteria), loosely attached samples 
(nanotubes or virus particles in fluid) or samples with steep edges (powders, MEMS 
structures). QI™ mode is particularly useful in areas that demand both high resolution 
and force sensitivity such as biology, polymers and surface science.  
 
The newly developed QI™ and QI™-Advanced modes make the NanoWizard® AFM the 
most versatile instrument for both high-end research and routine use. Compared to other 
imaging modes, QI™ delivers real quantitative data. AFM moves from purely imaging to 
deliver quantitative measurement. To measure a real and complete force distance curve 
at every pixel of the image gives all information about the local tip-sample interaction 
with high spatial resolution.  
 
The QI™-Advanced software package is an extension of the standard QI™ version 
enabling quantitative measurement of nano-scale material properties such as stiffness, 
adhesion, dissipation and more. Once again, the imaging data is both quantitative and 
has high spatial resolution. 
 
Speaking about the new QI™ capability, head of applications and customer support, 
Heiko Haschke, said: “We designed this software to be straightforward for a beginner to 
use while also having advanced options to meet the needs of the user who likes to apply 
their own data processing routines. It is the fact that we are measuring complete force 
curves at each pixel that provides real utility for the user – easy-to-produce quantitative 
data.” 
 
For more details about JPK’s specialist products and applications for the bio and nano 
sciences, please contact JPK on +49 30533112070, visit the web site: www.jpk.com or 
see more on Facebook: www.jpk.com/facebook. 
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Attachment: 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

168 bp DNA nanorings on Poly-L-Ornithine protein layer in buffer 

solution and force distance curve at the marked point. Scan size: 

80 x 80 nm. Z-range: 2.5 nm. Imaged in closed-loop. Sample 

courtesy of Dr Damian Ackermann, LIMES, University of Bonn, 

Germany. 

 

About JPK Instruments 

 

JPK Instruments AG is a world leading manufacturer of nanoanalytic instruments that 

enable unparalleled access at the nanotechnology level. JPK was recognized as 

Germany's fastest growing nanotechnology company in 2007 and 2008 (Deloitte). The 

product portfolio is based around atomic force microscopes and optical tweezers for a 

wide range of applications, from soft matter physics to nano-optics, from surface 

chemistry to cellular and molecular biology. Leading-edge instruments from JPK are used 

by the most renowned research institutes across the world. Headquartered in Berlin and 

with operations in Dresden (Germany), Cambridge (UK), Singapore, Tokyo (Japan) and 

Paris (France), JPK maintains a global network of distributors and support centers and 

provides on the spot applications and service support to an ever-growing community of 

researchers. 

 
For further information, please contact JPK directly or their marketing partners, Talking 
Science, who will also provide high resolution images for your use: 
 
JPK Instruments AG    Talking Science Limited 
Bouchéstrasse 12    39 de Bohun Court 
Haus 2, Aufgang C    Saffron Walden 
Berlin 12435     Essex CB10 2BA 
Germany     United Kingdom 
T +49 30533112070    T +44 (0)1799 521881 
F +49 30 5331 22555   M +44 (0)7843 012997 
www.jpk.com     www.talking-science.com 
cl.boettcher@jpk.com   jezz@talking-science.com 
 


